A common approach to estimating the conditional volatility of short horizon asset returns is to use an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) of squared past returns. The EWMA estimator is based on the maximum likelihood estimator of the variance of the normal distribution, and is thus optimal when returns are conditionally normal. However, there is ample evidence that the conditional distribution of short horizon financial asset returns is leptokurtic, and so the EWMA estimator will generally be inefficient in the sense that it will attach too much weight to extreme returns. In this paper, we propose an alternative EWMA estimator that is robust to leptokurtosis in the conditional distribution of portfolio returns. The estimator is based on the maximum likelihood estimator of the standard deviation of the Laplace distribution, and is a function of an exponentially weighted moving average of the absolute value of past returns, rather than their squares. We employ the robust EWMA estimator to forecast the VaR of aggregate equity portfolios for the US, the UK and Japan using historical simulation. We find that the robust EWMA estimator offers an improvement over the standard EWMA estimator. In particular, the VaR forecasts that it generates are as accurate as those generated by the standard EWMA estimator, but are more efficient in the sense that the average level of capital required to cover against unexpected losses is lower and the root mean square deviation between the VaR forecast and actual returns is smaller. Moreover, the volatility of the VaR forecast itself is substantially lower with the robust EWMA estimator than with the standard EWMA estimator, reflecting its lower sensitivity to extreme returns.
Introduction
The successful implementation of value-at-risk (VaR) depends heavily on the accurate estimation of the conditional distribution of portfolio returns. A common approach to forecasting the conditional volatility of short horizon returns is to use an exponentially weighted moving average of past squared returns (see, for instance, JP Morgan, 1994; Dowd, 1998; Jorion, 2000) . The exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) estimator has proved to be very effective at forecasting the volatility of returns over short horizons, and often outperforms the forecasts of more sophisticated models such as generalised autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (GARCH) (see Boudoukh, Richardson and Whitelaw, 1997; Alexander and Leigh, 1997) .
The standard EWMA estimator is based on the maximum likelihood estimator of the variance of the normal distribution, and is therefore optimal when returns are conditionally normal (see Nelson and Foster, 1996) . However, there is ample evidence that short horizon asset returns are not normally distributed, even conditionally. In particular, the conditional distribution of short horizon asset returns is often found to be leptokurtic, with tails that are fatter than those for the normal distribution (see, for instance, Baillie and DeGennaro, 1990; Bollerslev, Chou and Kroner, 1992) . When returns are conditionally leptokurtic, the EWMA estimator of the variance is no longer optimal, putting too much weight on return observations that are either very large or very small, and too little weight on those that are more moderate. A consequence of this is that the standard EWMA estimator will generate VaR forecasts that are excessively volatile, and on average, too high.
In this paper, we propose an alternative EWMA estimator that is robust to nonnormality in returns. The estimator is based on the maximum likelihood estimator of the standard deviation of the Laplace, or double exponential distribution. Like the normal distribution, a closed form expression exists for the maximum likelihood estimator of the standard deviation of the Laplace distribution and so its extension to the exponentially weighted moving average framework is straightforward. However, the Laplace distribution is leptokurtic, characterised by tails that are thicker than those of the normal distribution and a higher peak, and so the estimator will be more efficient when the conditional distribution of short horizon financial asset returns displays these characteristics.
We employ the robust EWMA estimator in order to forecast the VaR of aggregate equity portfolios for the US, UK and Japan. We compute out-of-sample one-day VaR forecasts using historical simulation, and incorporate volatility clustering using the volatility updating procedure of Hull and White (1988) . Our results show that the robust EWMA estimator provides an improvement over the standard EWMA estimator. In particular, it generates forecasts that are as accurate as those based on the standard EWMA estimator, but which are more efficient in the sense that the average level of capital required to cover against unexpected portfolio losses is lower, and the average deviation between the estimated VaR and the actual return is smaller.
Moreover, the volatility of the VaR forecast itself is substantially lower with the robust EWMA estimator, reflecting its lower sensitivity to extreme returns.
The outline of the paper is as follows. The following section describes the standard EWMA estimator. Section 3 introduces the robust EWMA estimator. Section 4 presents the empirical evaluation. Section 5 offers some concluding remarks.
The Standard EWMA Variance Estimator
The exponentially weighted moving average or EWMA estimator of the conditional variance defines next period's variance as a weighted average of this period's variance and this period's squared actual return,
where t σ is the variance of the period t return, conditional on the period t-1 information set, t z is the period t return and λ is the decay factor. 1 In the following 1 Throughout, it is assumed that the mean return is equal to zero. This is a common assumption when modelling the volatility of short horizon asset returns and is justified by the fact that the mean return of an asset is typically several orders of magnitude smaller than its sandard deviation, and that under the efficient markets hypothesis, the this will be referred to as the standard EWMA estimator. By recursive substitution, the standard EWMA estimator can be alternatively written as
and so the standard EWMA estimator can be seen as an infinite weighted average of past squared returns, incorporating information from all past shocks to squared returns, but with exponentially declining weights. Alternatively, by using the fact that 1 2 1
v is a zero mean random shock that is orthogonal to the time t information set, the standard EWMA estimator can also be interpreted as an infinite order autoregressive model for the squared return.
The standard EWMA estimator is a special case of the generalized autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity, or GARCH model (Engle, 1982; Bollerslev, 1986 Rich, Raymond and Butler, 1991) or by using semi-parametric techniques (see Engle and Gonzalez-Rivera, 1993) .
A feature of the EWMA estimator is that shocks to the conditional variance are permanent, so that volatility forecasts do not revert to a long run level as the forecast horizon increases (see, for instance, Engle and Bollerslev, 1986) . While this is an untenable assumption for most financial asset returns over longer horizons, the EWMA estimator has proved to be very effective at forecasting the volatility of financial asset returns over shorter horizons, and often outperforms the forecasts of the more sophisticated GARCH model. In particular, a number of studies have found that
VaR forecasts based on the EWMA model are superior to those based on the GARCH model (see, for instance, Alexander and Leigh, 1997; Boudoukh, Richardson and Whitelaw, 1997) . The explanation for this is almost certainly that the true process for the variance is close to being integrated, so that the EWMA model is a very good approximation to the true process, while the use of the more general GARCH model introduces estimation error that is detrimental to its performance. A particularly attractive feature of the EWMA estimator is the ease with which it can be implemented. It has only a single parameter -the decay factor -and this is usually chosen on the basis of prior calibration according to one or more evaluation criteria.
2
The standard EWMA estimator -and the GARCH model that nests it -is based on the maximum likelihood estimator of the variance of the normal distribution, and will therefore be optimal when the conditional distribution of returns is normal (see Nelson and Foster, 1996) . 3 However, there is considerable evidence that the conditional distribution of daily equity returns is not normal, but instead displays excess kurtosis (see, for instance, Baillie and DeGennaro, 1990; Bollerslev, Chou and Kroner, 1992) . Alexander and Leigh, 1997; Figlewski, 1997; Hull and White, 1998) . 2 Although the decay factor of the EWMA model can be estimated by maximum likelihood, it is usually chosen on the basis of the out-of-sample performance of the EWMA model according to a range of evaluation criteria (see Section 4). 3 As the decay factor tends to unity, the standard EWMA estimator tends to the unweighted average squared return, which is the maximum likelihood estimator of the variance of the normal distribution.
When returns are leptokurtic, the standard EWMA estimator will be consistent, but it will be asymptotically inefficient, putting too much weight on observations which are either very large or very small and too little weight on those that are more moderate.
In the following section, we propose a EWMA variance estimator that is robust to leptokurtosis in the conditional distribution of returns.
The Robust EWMA Variance Estimator
The robust EWMA variance estimator is based on the maximum likelihood estimator of the variance of the Laplace, or double-exponential distribution. The Laplace distribution is symmetric, but is more peaked and has fatter tails than the normal distribution. As for the normal distribution, there is a closed form expression for the maximum likelihood estimator of the variance of the Laplace distribution, and consequently its extension to the EWMA framework is straightforward. The probability density function of the Laplace distribution is given by
The maximum likelihood estimator of the variance of the Laplace distribution is given
Thus the ML estimator of the variance of the Laplace distribution is a function of the average absolute return, rather than the average squared return. The robust EWMA variance estimator is obtained by taking the exponentially weighted average, rather than the unweighted average, of past absolute returns and is given by
where λ is again the decay factor. By recursive substitution, this can be written as
Being specified in terms of absolute returns rather than squared returns, the robust EWMA estimator is less sensitive to extreme observations and therefore it can be expected to be more efficient when the conditional distribution of returns is leptokurtic.
The robust EWMA estimator given by (7) is a special case of the Taylor/Schwert GARCH model, a generalisation of the ARCH model of the standard deviation of Taylor (1986) and Schwert (1990) . The Taylor/Schwert GARCH model is given by , this reduces to the robust EWMA estimator. As with the standard GARCH model, the parameters of the Taylor/Schwert GARCH model can be estimated by maximum likelihood using an iterative optimization procedure, by generalised method of moments, or semi-parametrically. In contrast, the robust EWMA estimator -like the standard EWMA estimator -has only a single parameter that can be chosen on the basis of prior calibration, and consequently its implementation is very much more straightforward than that of the more sophisticated
Taylor/Schwert GARCH model. In particular, the robust EWMA estimator can be easily implemented using a spreadsheet package such as Excel
Both the standard GARCH model, and the Taylor/Schwert GARCH model are special cases of the asymmetric power ARCH (APARCH) model of Ding, Granger and Engle (1993) . In particular, they are symmetric APARCH(1,1) models, with a power parameter of two for the standard GARCH model, and a power parameter of one for the Taylor/GARCH model. Thus both the standard EWMA estimator and the robust EWMA estimator could be thought of as being special cases of a family of 'power' EWMA estimators. Limited experimentation with other EWMA estimators from this family favoured the robust EWMA estimator over all others.
Empirical Evaluation
In this section, we employ the robust EWMA model to generate out-of-sample VaR forecasts allowing for volatility clustering in equity returns. We calculate VaR using historical simulation (HS), in which the true distribution of returns is simulated using historical data. In contrast with the variance-covariance, or parametric approach of Riskmetrics TM , the HS approach avoids imposing unnecessary restrictions on the shape of the true probability distribution of returns, and thus allows for deviations from normality such as leptokurtosis and skewness. 5 In order to incorporate volatility clustering in the historical simulation approach, we use the volatility updating procedure of Hull and White (1998) . Although, for the purpose of illustration, we restrict our attention to the HS approach, the robust EWMA estimator could be combined equally well with other VaR methodologies, such as the variancecovariance or extreme value approaches. 
Data
We generate VaR forecasts for representative equity portfolios for the US, UK and Japan. The raw data used in this paper are daily price observations for the three series , where I t is the return index value for date t. Table 1 reports preliminary statistics for the three return series, and gives the mean, variance, standardized skewness, standardized excess kurtosis, and the Jarque-Bera test for normality.
[ Table 1] 5 For a review of the different approaches to calculating VaR, see, for instance, Dowd (1998 ) or Jorion (2000 . 6 For the use of extreme value theory with volatility updating see McNeill and Frey (2000) .
As is commonly found for daily aggregate equity returns, normality is very strongly rejected, with all three series displaying significant excess kurtosis. There is also some evidence of skewness, although its interpretation in the presence of excess kurtosis is not straightforward (see Peiró, 1999) .
Estimation Methodology
We compute out-of-sample one-day VaR forecasts for the three portfolios, using both the standard and robust EWMA estimators. A rolling window of 1000 observations is used for the estimation of each model. Each estimated model is then used to forecast the VaR of the portfolio for the following observation using HS with a simulation window length of 1000 observations. The EWMA models are initialised using the first 1000 observations, which are then discarded. This yields a total of 6087 out-of-sample
VaR forecasts for each portfolio, for each of the two models. Both the standard and robust EWMA estimators are applied using decay factors that range from 0.90 to 0.99, in increments of 0.1.
In order to forecast the VaR of each portfolio in each period t, we use the formula 1 1 ) (
where 1 + t σ is the standard deviation of the portfolio's return, 1 + t z , conditional on the time t information set, and ) (α δ is the α -quantile of the standardized empirical distribution. The standardised empirical distribution is defined as the return series from the previous 1000 days, scaled by the estimated standard deviation for each of those days. The standard deviation estimate used to standardise the return is obtained from either the standard EWMA or robust EWMA models. As a benchmark, we also apply the HS approach without volatility updating, which corresponds to using a decay factor of 1.00 with either the standard or robust EWMA estimators. VaR is computed for the 1% and 5% significance levels.
Evaluation Procedure
The evaluation of VaR forecasts is not straightforward. As with the evaluation of volatility forecasting models, a direct comparison between the forecast VaR and the actual VaR can not be made, since the latter is unobservable. In order to evaluate the VaR forecasts from the two models, we employ a range of measures drawn from the VaR evaluation literature. Each is now discussed in turn.
Unconditional Coverage
The most basic requirement of a VaR model is that the proportion of times that the VaR forecast that it generates is exceeded (the number of exceptions) should on average equal the nominal significance level, in other words the model should provide correct unconditional coverage. In order to test the null hypothesis that the unconditional coverage is equal to the nominal significance level, Kupiec (1995) has derived an LR statistic based on the observation that the probability of observing N exceptions in a sample of size T is governed by a binomial process and is given by
where p is the desired significance. (   11  10  01  00  11  01   T  T  T  T  T  T  +  +  +  +  =  π , and ij T is the number of times that state i is followed by state j, where state 0 is where the actual portfolio loss is less than the estimated VaR and state 1 is where the actual return is greater than the estimated VaR.
Conditional Coverage
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Root Mean Square Deviation
In addition to the statistical tests discussed above, the VaR forecasts of a model can be 
Average Capital Employed
Allowing for temporal dependence in the conditional distribution reduces the average amount of capital required in order to cover against unexpected portfolio losses (see, for instance, Hsieh, 1993 Hsieh, , 1995 
Standard Deviation of Capital Employed
The final measure that we use is the standard deviation of the estimated VaR of the portfolio, computed as
Clearly, lowering the standard deviation of the estimated VaR reduces the uncertainty over the amount of capital that must be held to cover against unexpected portfolio losses, and represents a benefit to risk managers. Figure 1 plots the unconditional coverage provided by the standard and robust EWMA estimators for the three equity return series. The three panels of Figure 1 report the LR statistic at the 1% and 5% VaR significance levels, for each value of the decay factor between 0.90 and 0.99, and for the decay factor equal to 1.00, which corresponds to the HS approach without volatility updating. Note that when the decay factor is equal to 1.00, the estimated VaR is the same using the robust and standard EWMA estimators. The unconditional coverage does not vary systematically with the decay factor, and both the standard and robust EWMA estimators provide unconditional coverage that is close to the desired significance levels. For the HS approach without volatility updating (i.e. a decay factor of 1.00), the unconditional coverage rises sharply for the US and Japan, but falls sharply for the UK.
Results
[ Figure 1 ] Figure 2 plots the LR statistic to formally test whether the unconditional coverage of each model is equal to the desired significance level. Consistent with Figure 1 , the null hypothesis cannot be rejected for either the robust or standard EWMA estimators for any of the three series. For the HS approach without volatility updating, the null hypothesis of correct unconditional coverage can be very strongly rejected for the US for the 1% level and for Japan for both the 1% and 5% levels. Thus from the point of view of unconditional coverage, both the standard and robust EWMA estimators provide adequate VaR forecasts using any decay factor between 0.90 and 0.99.
[ Figure 2 ] Figure 3 plots the LR statistic for the conditional coverage of each model. Here there is more variation with the decay factor. For the US, a decay factor of between 0.92 and 0.95 appears to provide the best conditional coverage at the 1% and 5% levels, using either the standard or robust EWMA estimators. Using a decay factor in this range, the null hypothesis of correct conditional coverage can not be rejected for the US. This is consistent with the choice of 0.94 as a decay factor by Riskmetrics. Using higher decay factors leads to an increasingly strong rejection of the null hypothesis of correct conditional coverage. For the UK, at the 1% level, the standard EWMA estimator generates correct conditional coverage, but for the robust EWMA estimator, the null hypothesis of correct coverage can be marginally rejected. At the 5% level, the null hypothesis of correct conditional coverage can be rejected for both the standard and robust EWMA estimators, using any decay factor, with little to choose between the two estimators. In all cases, the optimal decay factor is again in the range 0.92 to 0.95, with higher decay factors leading to much stronger rejection of the null hypothesis. For Japan, the optimal decay factor for each of the estimators tends to be somewhat higher than for the US or UK. Again, there is little to choose between the standard and robust EWMA estimators. At the 1% level, both models provide correct conditional coverage with a decay factor of about 0.98, while at the 5% level, neither model provides correct conditional coverage, although the robust EWMA estimator performs best. For all three countries, the HS approach without volatility updating leads to a very strong rejection of the null hypothesis of correct conditional coverage.
This highlights the importance of allowing for volatility clustering in calculating VaR.
[ Figure 3 ] Figure 4 plots the root mean square deviation of each model. For all three countries, the robust estimator provides a lower root mean square deviation at both the 1% and 5% VaR levels, reflecting its enhanced efficiency in the presence of leptokurtosis in the conditional distribution of returns. For the US and Japan, the HS approach without volatility updating provides an even lower root mean square deviation, but it should be recalled that this is at the price of incorrect unconditional coverage.
[ Figure 4 ] Figure 5 plots the average capital employed for a unit investment in each portfolio.
Again, for all three series, the robust estimator provides some improvement over the standard estimator, at both the 1% and 5% levels. The biggest improvement is at the 1% level for the US and Japan. The apparent improvement arising from using the HS approach without volatility updating for the US and Japan is reflected in the fact that unconditional coverage for these two countries is too low (see Figure 1 ).
[ Figure 5 ] Figure 6 plots the standard deviation of the capital employed. Here, as expected, the differences between the robust and standard EWMA estimators is very marked. For all three countries, and at both the 1% and 5% levels, VaR forecasts based on the robust EWMA estimator have much lower variability than those based on the standard EWMA estimator. As an example, for the US at the 1% level, the use of the robust EWMA estimator with a decay factor of 0.95 -which is the decay factor that gives the optimal conditional coverage -leads to VaR estimates that have a standard deviation that is about 20% lower than those based on the standard EWMA estimator.
[ Figure 6 ]
Summary and Conclusion
Owing to its ease of implementation, the EWMA estimator is widely used to forecast the variance of the conditional distribution of returns. However, the EWMA estimator, which is based on the maximum likelihood estimator of the variance of the normal distribution, is inefficient when the conditional distribution of returns is leptokurtic, attaching too much weight to extreme return observations. In this paper, we suggest a robust alternative to the EWMA estimator, that is based on an exponentially weighted average of absolute returns, rather than their squares. We evaluate the robust EWMA estimator and compare its performance with the standard EWMA estimator, by using it to generate out-of-sample VaR forecasts for three aggregate equity portfolios. Our empirical investigation suggests that the robust EWMA generates VaR forecasts that are as accurate as those based on the standard EWMA estimator but are more efficient, in the sense that the average level capital required to hold against unexpected losses is lower, and the root mean square deviation between the VaR forecast and actual returns is smaller. Moreover, the standard deviation of the estimated portfolio
VaR is considerably lower for the robust EWMA estimator, reducing uncertainty for risk managers about the capital required to cover against unexpected losses. 
